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ABSTRACT: Layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly, a simple but versatile method for thin film fabrication, has been widely employed to fabri-

cate nanoengineered films with controlled composition and thickness. Dynamically bonded LBL films are films fabricated using

dynamic bonds, that is, chemical bonds which can undergo reversible breaking and reformation usually under equilibrium conditions,

as driving forces. Because of the reversible, dynamic nature of the dynamic bonds, these films exhibit various dynamic properties,

ranging from a small scale movement of the polymer chains within the films (chain rearrangement), to a large scale movement of the

chains, which results in film disintegration. Usually an external stimulus is used to trigger the response of a dynamic film. Novel

applications have been proposed by exploiting the dynamic properties of these films. VC 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci.

2014, 131, 40918.
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INTRODUCTION

The last two decades have witnessed a tremendous advance in

layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly, a thin film fabrication method,

which was originally developed by Decher et al. in early

1990s.1–3 In this method, two polymers with complementary

functional groups are deposited alternately onto a substrate in a

LBL fashion (Figure 1).4,5 This method offers many advantages

over other methods. It does not require any special equipment.

Films can be assembled on not only planar substrates, but also

those having complex shapes and irregular topographies. More

importantly, it allows precision control over the compositions

and thicknesses of the resulting films.4,5 Today LBL assembly

has been developed as a highly versatile platform for the synthe-

sis of nanoengineered, functional composite films.

In the early days many efforts were devoted to the development

of durable films with high mechanical stability, which is a pre-

requisite for their use as passive coatings. To improve film sta-

bility, the film structures were usually locked via covalent

crosslinking.6–13 Besides passive coatings, however, LBL films

have found many other applications, such as drug delivery, bio-

sensing, and bioreactors.14–16 In many of these applications, the

films are required to change their composition, structure and

properties in response to a certain external stimulus. In this

context, LBL films with smart and dynamic properties are

attracting more and more attentions in recent years.

A novel way to design smart LBL films is the use of dynamic

bonds as the driving forces for their fabrication. Previously,

Lehn et al.17,18 proposed that smart polymers can be designed

by introducing dynamic bonds into polymer structure. Dynamic

bonds are chemical bonds that can selectively undergo reversible

breaking and reformation, usually under equilibrium conditions.

There are two categories of dynamic bonds: noncovalent and

covalent ones.18 Noncovalent dynamic bonds are supramolecu-

lar interactions, such as p–p stacking, hydrogen bonding, and

so on, while dynamic covalent bonds are covalent bonds that

can break and reform under appropriate conditions without

irreversible side reactions. Polymers with dynamic bonds in

their structure were named as “dynamers” or dynamic poly-

mers.17–19 These polymers display dynamic properties such as a

changeable and tunable constitution even after polymerization,

which are originated from the dynamic nature of the dynamic

bonds.

In fact, LBL films have been fabricated using various interac-

tions as the driving forces, including electrostatic interactions,

covalent bonding, hydrogen bonding,20–23 metal ion coordina-

tion,24 charge transfer interaction,12,25 biological affinity,26–29
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and so on. Most of these interactions are reversible and can be

regarded as dynamic bonds. These dynamically bonded LBL

films, like dynamic polymers, also show dynamic properties,

and therefore can be called “dynamic LBL films”.30 This review

summarizes the dynamic properties of dynamic LBL films

reported in the literature and their applications based on their

dynamic properties.

DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF DYNAMIC LBL FILMS

The literature has reported various dynamic properties of the

dynamic LBL films, ranging from chain rearrangement in the

film to film disintegration due to the breakage of these bonds,

all of which are originated from the dynamic nature of the

dynamic bonds.

Chain Rearrangement Within the Films

Unlike the films crosslinked with irreversible covalent bands, in

dynamic LBL films, the reversible nature of the crosslinks ena-

bles the rearrangement of polymer chains in the film. Because

hydrogen bonding is relatively weak, in hydrogen-bonded LBL

films the chain mobility is high and chain rearrangement is easy

to occur. For example, when soaking the hydrogen-bonded

poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVPON)/poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) films

in water, the defects in the films can be healed via chain rear-

rangement. As a result, the films become more transparent.31,32

In addition the film surface becomes smoother31 (Figure 2).

Very recently it was found that compressive stress within the

PVPON/PAA film can be relieved via chain rearrangement;

therefore, swelling-induced wrinkling pattern on the film surface

can be self-healed.33 It is noteworthy that chain rearrangement

can only occur in wet films, not in dry films.31

Chain rearrangement is difficult to occur in electrostatic LBL

films because of the strong electrostatic interaction among the

polymer chains. Even so chain arrangement has long been

observed in electrostatic LBL films, particularly during the film

buildup.5 The reorganization of polymer chains in the films is

considered to be the physical origin of the nonlinear growth of

some polyelectrolyte multilayers.34,35 In addition, one can

weaken the electrostatic interaction by adding salt, and thus sig-

nificantly enhance the chain mobility. It was found electrostatic

LBL films can be smoothed via a brief annealing in high salt

concentration solutions.36,37 Besides ionic strength, chain mobil-

ity in electrostatic LBL films may also be affected by solution

pH,38 type of salt,39 temperature,39,40 charge density,41 and

molecular weight of the polyelectrolytes.42 Rubner et al.43–46

found a brief immersion of PAA/poly(allylamine) (PAH) films

in acidic solution results in a substantial and irreversible trans-

formation of the film morphology. The resulting porous films

can be used as antireflection coatings43 and many other applica-

tions.45 Recently, it was found that severe damage on some elec-

trostatic LBL films can self-heal when exposing to water.47,48

The ability to self-heal was attributed to the reversible nature of

electrostatic interaction and the chain mobility in the films.

Tunable Swelling Degree

The LBL films are crosslinked networks of polymer chains,

therefore can be regarded as a special type of hydrogels.49 Like

ordinary hydrogels, LBL films swell in water and other sol-

vents.33,36,37,50–53 It is highly desirable if a film can alter its swel-

ling degree in response to external stimuli.49 In dynamic LBL

films, the polymer chains are crosslinked with dynamic, reversi-

ble bonds. Their equilibrium of breaking and reformation can

be shifted by many external stimuli, resulting in a changed

crosslink density of the film, and, in turn, a changed swelling

degree.

Dubas and Schlenoff36 measured the swelling degree of several

electrostatic LBL films in salt solutions by in situ atomic force

microscopy. These films were found to swell to a different

degree, depending on the polyelectrolyte pair constituting the

films. Generally the films swell to a larger degree with increasing

NaCl concentration, because the reaction equilibrium in the

multilayer films can be shifted by the salt:
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pol �pol �m1Na �
aq 1Cl �aq�pol �Cl �m1pol �Na �

m

where “m” refers to the multilayer film, and “aq” the aqueous

solution.

Another example is the increasing swelling of poly[acrylamide-

co23-(acrylamido)-phenylboronic acid (P(AAm-AAPBA))/

poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) film with increasing glucose concen-

tration.50 In P(AAm-AAPBA)/PVA film the polymers bind

together via phenylboronate ester bond, a reversible covalent

bond. Because glucose can compete with PVA for the phenyl-

boronic acid (PBA) binding sites, addition of glucose can

reduce the cross-link density of the film, thus increase its swel-

ling degree (Figure 3). Glucose may also bind with the free PBA

groups and convert them from a neutral, hydrophobic form to

a negatively charged, hydrophilic form.54–56 The increased

charge density of the P(AAm-AAPBA) polymer is also favorable

for film swelling.

Gradual Disintegration Under Conditions of Equilibrium

Control

The dynamic nature of dynamic LBL films is also reflected in that

they disintegrate under certain conditions. A unique property of

dynamic LBL films is that they may disintegrate gradually under

conditions of equilibrium control, that is, just immersing in water.

Figure 1. Fabrication of LBL films on planar substrates (A) and on the surface of colloidal particles (B). In the later case, removal of the colloidal tem-

plate affords hollow LBL capsules. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 2. (A) Reversible hydrogen bonding between PVPON and PAA in PVPON/PAA films. (B) A schematic illustration of the chain rearrangement in

PVPON/PAA films. (C) Surface morphology of a PVPON/PAA film before (a) and after (b) annealing in water (Reproduced from Ref. 31, with permis-

sion from American Chemical Society). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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For example, when immersing a hydrogen bonded PVPON/PAA

film in deionized water, the film thickness decreases gradually

with increasing immersion time, indicating the gradual disinte-

gration of the film.31 The film disassembly is attributed to the

shift of equilibrium of the following reaction because of the

reversible complexation between PVPON and PAA:

PVPON 1 PAA�PVPON =PAA complexð Þ

In most cases, the film thickness decreases linearly with anneal-

ing time, suggesting the film is eroded gradually from the top

to the bottom. The erosion rate increases with increasing pH

because more carboxylic acid group will deprotonate and thus

weaken the interaction between PVPON and PAA. Interestingly,

addition of NaCl accelerates the film disintegration, because salt

enhances the dissociation of PAA and partially breaks the

hydrogen bonds in the films.57 In general, the erosion rate

decreases with the increasing polymer Mw.31

The gradual disintegration of PVPON/PAA film in deionized

water is very different from the pH-induced disintegration of

the same film (see below). First, the gradual film erosion occurs

even at pHs much lower than the pKa of PAA. At these pHs,

the hydrogen bonds between PVPON and PAA remain intact.

Therefore, the film disintegration is not caused by the disrup-

tion of the hydrogen bonds. Second, the film disintegration is

much slower in deionized water than in basic solutions. While

pH-induced disintegration always occurs instantly, the disinte-

gration in deionized water takes a much longer time, making

this type of disintegration highly desirable for sustained drug

release.

Besides PVPON/PAA films, gradual disintegration was also

observed from other hydrogen bonded LBL films, such as the

LBL hollow capsules using hydroxypropylcellulose (HPC) as

hydrogen acceptor and PAA as hydrogen donor.58 The disinte-

gration rate of the capsule decreases with decreasing pH. Addi-

tion of NaCl can slow down the capsule disintegration because

the repulsive interaction among the ionized groups can be effec-

tively screened by high ionic strength, however, it cannot totally

prevent the capsule wall from disassembling.

When soaked in aqueous solution, P(AAm-AAPBA)/PVA LBL

film, which is linked with reversible phenylboronate ester bonds,

also disassociates and releases soluble PVA and P(AAm-AAPBA)

polymer into the solution.59 The film disintegration rate can be

adjusted by various external stimuli. Increasing pH accelerates it,

while increasing ionic strength retards it. Furthermore, the film

disintegration rate can be tuned by glucose. Because glucose com-

petes with PVA for PBA groups and weakens the interaction

between the two polymers (Figure 3), the film disintegration rate

increases with increasing glucose concentration.

Disintegration by Bond Disruption

Besides the gradual disintegration under conditions of equilib-

rium control, dynamic LBL films undergo instant disintegration

as a result of the disruption of the dynamic bands. This type of

disintegration has been reported widely in the literature. It is

noteworthy that the disintegration of dynamic LBL films by

bond disruption is different from the film disintegration via the

chemical degradation of one of the polymer components. In the

later case, the films were fabricated from a degradable polymer

and a nondegradable polymer. When immersing in aqueous sol-

utions, the degradable component degrades via hydrolysis60–65

or a reduction reaction in the presence of a reducing agent,66

resulting in the disintegration of the film. Unlike this kind of

film disintegration, both components of the dynamic LBL film

remain intact during the film disintegration.

Disintegration of Electrostatic LBL Films. Electrostatic LBL

films are usually very stable; however, they can also undergo

disintegration when the electrostatic interaction among the

polymer chains are effectively weakened.67–71 Dubas and Schlen-

off72 studied the disintegration of electrostatic LBL films in

which a weak polyacid was used as the anionic polyelectrolyte.

Two methods were developed to loosen the interactions among

the polymer chains. The first one is to raise the ionic strength

of the solution. With the competition of the polymer/polymer

ion pairs by external salt ions, the films decompose rapidly and

completely. This method requires a high NaCl concentration

(>0.6M). In the second method, the polymer/polymer interac-

tions were loosened by protonating the weak acid. However,

lowering pH can only partially disintegrate the films. The

incomplete loss of polymer was attributed to additional hydro-

gen bonding from the protonated polyacid.

When a polyzwitterion is involved in the electrostatic LBL films,

the films can be disrupted more easily. Kharlampieva et al.73

first studied the LBL assembly of polycarboxybetaines, which

are zwitterionic at neutral to basic pH values, but become cati-

onic when the carboxylic groups are protonated at low pH. LBL

films can be assembled from polycarboxybetaine and a polyan-

ion at a low pH; however, the resulting films dissolve when

increasing pH value above a critical value, because polycarboxy-

betaine becomes polyzwitterion and its interaction with the pol-

ycation is reduced. Similarly, Gui et al.74 assembled films from

poly(4-vinylpyridiniomethanecarboxylate) (PVPMC) and PAA.

They found the disintegration of PVPMC/PAA films can be

controlled by the salt concentration in the aqueous solutions.

Particularly the films could be completely disintegrated in 0.9%

normal saline solution within 15 min. Later the same group75

fabricated LBL films using a new polycarboxybetaine incorpo-

rated with ester groups. Film disintegration can be further con-

trolled by the hydrolysis of the ester groups.

Figure 3. Reaction between P(AAm-AAPBA)/PVA and glucose.
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Alternatively, LBL films can be fabricated from a precursor pol-

yzwitterion. Under proper conditions, the precursor polyzwitte-

rion turns into a real polyzwitterion, and the LBL films fall

apart. For example, De Geest et al.76 synthesized a PBA-

containing polycation and used it to assemble LBL hollow cap-

sules. In the presence of glucose, the neutral PBA groups will

become negatively charged PBA-glucose complex and the poly-

cation turns into a polyzwitterion, therefore, the capsules dis-

solve quickly when brought into contact with a glucose-

containing medium.

Another type of glucose-disintegrable electrostatic LBL films

was developed by Manna and Patil.77,78 In these films, PVA-

borax complex acts as anionic polyelectrolyte and chitosan cati-

onic polyelectrolyte. Because borate ions prefer to form a com-

plex with glucose, therefore addition of glucose can break the

bonds between PVA and chitosan, resulting in the disintegration

of the LBL films and also hollow capsules.

Disintegration of Hydrogen-Bonded LBL films. Compared to

electrostatic LBL films, it is much easier to disintegrate a

hydrogen-bonded film, because hydrogen bonding is much

weaker. One may break hydrogen bonds in the film and thus

disintegrate the film by immersing it in polar solvents such as

DMF.79 A more popular method is to elevate pH, because a

weak polyacid is usually used as the hydrogen donor in the

film. At elevated pH, the weak polyacid dissociates, resulting in

the disruption of the hydrogen bonds and the disintegration of

the film.

Polycarboxylic acids, such as PAA or poly(methacrylic acid)

(PMAA), are widely used as hydrogen-donor.80 Sukhishvili and

Granick81,82 first studied the stability of the hydrogen-bonded

LBL films consisting polycarboxylic acids. For each film they

examined, there is a critical pH value, below which the film is

stable while above which it disintegrates sharply. It was thought

the critical pH is determined by the tradeoff between the elec-

trostatic repulsions and hydrogen-bonding in the films. There-

fore, LBL films in which the polymer pair forms stronger

hydrogen bonds can tolerate a higher pH. Films using PMAA

usually show a higher pH stability than PAA films, which is

attributed to the presence of the methyl groups in PMAA, lead-

ing to stronger hydrophobic interactions that stabilize the

film.82,83 Using higher Mw polymer can slightly enhance the

stability of the LBL film. However, Lee et al.83 observed that

PVA/PAA films containing PVA chains of different molecular

weights exhibit essentially the same critical pH value. High ionic

strength screens the electrostatic repulsions among the charged

groups, and thus increases the film stability.82 For films with a

neutral, temperature-responsive polymer, such as poly(N-iso-

propylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) as hydrogen acceptor, the critical

pH they can tolerate is also temperature-dependent.84

Besides polycarboxylic acids, polyphenols22,85 can also be used

as hydrogen donor to assemble LBL films. Similar to films from

polycarboxylic acids, films constructed from polyphenols also

disintegrate in high pH solutions. However, because their higher

pKa compared to that of polycarboxylic acids, polyphenol films

can tolerate a much higher pH. Their stability at physiological

pH makes them suitable for biomedical applications.86

Instead of elevating the bulk pH, Schmidt and Hammond87

developed a method to electrochemically trigger the dissolution

of hydrogen-bonded LBL films. When applied a cathodic poten-

tial to films fabricated on conductive substrates, the electro-

chemical reduction of dissolved oxygen generates OH- ions,

resulting in an increase in the local pH and, in turn, the disso-

lution of the film.

Zhang et al.21,23,88–90 fabricated a series of hydrogen-bonded

films also using polyacid such as PAA as hydrogen donor, but

poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PVP) as hydrogen acceptor. These films

also disintegrate at high pHs as a result of the dissociation of

polyacids. While the soluble polyacids are released from the

film, PVP, which is insoluble in a basic aqueous solution,

remains on the substrate. It is interesting that the remaining

PVP polymer chains rearrange gradually and finally produce a

microporous film.88–90

Disintegration of Other Dynamic LBL films. Metal2ligand

coordination bands were found to be involved in many LBL

films.91–95 These films can be disintegrated by adding a chelator

for the metal ion, which captures the metal ions from the film

and disrupts the coordination bands linking the polymer chains.

As an example, LBL films were assembled through metal ion

coordination from a polymer bearing bipyridine metal ion

receptors and a metal salt. These films disassemble instantly

when exposing to EDTA, because metal ions are captured by

EDTA.24

LBL films were also fabricated based on the hydrophobic interac-

tion among the polymer chains. Recently Zhao et al.96 fabricated

LBL films from two temperature-responsive homopolymers,

poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) (PVCL) and poly(2-hydroxypropyl

acrylate (PHPA). The hydrophobic interaction among the poly-

mer chains is temperature-dependent; therefore, when the films

are immersed in water at a temperature lower than the assembly

temperature, they partially or completely dissolve, depending on

the immersion temperatures.

LBL films assembled via phenylboronate ester bond can be dis-

integrated using pH or glucose as trigger.97,98 For example, Levy

et al.98 fabricated LBL hollow capsules from mannan, a

Figure 4. (A) Complexation between Con A and sugar. (B) Sugar-induced

disintegration of a Con A/glycogen LBL film (Reproduced from Ref. 26,

with permission from American Chemical Society).
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polysaccharide, and PAA grafted with PBA moieties (PAA-

BOH). The capsules disintegrate when exposing to a low pH,

because phenylboronate ester bond only forms at a high

pH.99–101 Also because sugar competes the PBA binding site

with mannan, adding sugar rapidly dissolves the capsules. The

sensitivity of the capsules to fructose is about one order of mag-

nitude higher than to glucose, galactose, and mannose, because

the equilibrium constants for the binding of fructose to PBA

are one order of magnitude higher than for galactose, mannose,

and glucose.102,103

LBL films based on biological affinity26–29 are highly attractive

considering their potential applications in biomedical areas.

Concanavalin A (Con A) is a lectin protein containing four

identical binding sites to sugars such as mannose and glucose.

Exploiting this special interaction, LBL films were fabricated

from Con A and glycogen.26 The binding between Con A and

sugar is not a covalent binding but a reversible one. In addition,

because glucose can bind to the binding sites of Con A and

thus remove the D-glucose residues of glycogen from the bind-

ing sites, addition of D-glucose can significantly accelerate the

disintegration of Con A/glycogen LBL films (Figure 4). Other

sugars, such as D-mannose, can also accelerate the film disinte-

gration. Because D-mannose has a higher affinity to Con A, D-

mannose induces the film disintegration more effective than D-

glucose. In contrast, addition of D-galactose scarcely facilitates

the film disintegration, because D-galactose is known not to

bind to Con A.

Another biological affinity used for LBL film fabrication is avi-

din–biotin interaction.104–106 Avidin is a glycoprotein found in

egg white which contains four binding sites to biotin. This inter-

action is also reversible, therefore the resulting films can be dis-

integrated via the loosening of the interaction. Inoue et al.107,108

found that LBL films from avidin and 2-iminobiotin-labeled

poly(ethyleneimine) (ib-PEI) can be disintegrated by adding bio-

tin or its analogs into the solution. The binding of the added

biotin competes the binding site of avidin, weakens the interac-

tion among the polymer chains and thus results in the film dis-

integration. The avidin/ib-PEI assemblies can also be

disintegrated by lowering the pH of the solution, because the

binding constant of 2-iminobiotin to avidin decreases with

decreasing pH. The disintegration of avidin/ib-PEI films was fur-

ther achieved electrochemically.29 Upon application of an electric

potential, the avidin/ib-PEI film, which was assembled on a Pt-

coated quartz resonator, can be decomposed almost completely

within a minute, due to a pH change in the vicinity of the elec-

trode surface.

APPLICATIONS BASED ON DYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Surface Patterning

LBL films with a porous morphology can be obtained via a

dewetting process, like other polymer thin films, such as poly-

styrene and poly(methyl methacrylate).109,110 The dynamic

nature of the dynamic LBL films allows for the polymer chains

to diffuse within the film, which is a prerequisite for dewetting

to occur.111 Qin et al.44 obtained a porous poly(sodium 4-styre-

nesulfonate) (PSS)/ poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)

(PDDA) film by immersing the films in hot water to allow it to

dewet. Other electrostatic LBL films were found to dewet and

produce porous films too.112–115 Hydrogen bonding is weaker

than electrostatic interaction, therefore the dewetting of hydro-

gen bonded films can occur under milder conditions.57,116

Porous films can also be produced via the partial disintegration

of the films. As mentioned above, the disintegration of PVP/

PAA films in a basic solution results in microporous films

because of the gradual reconformation of the remaining PVP

polymer chains.88–90 In another example, nanoporous LBL films

Figure 5. Patterning processes of PAA/PAAm films by ink-jet printing and photolithography (Reproduced from Ref. 7, with permission from American

Chemical Society).
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were prepared by partly disintegration of (PVPMC 1 PDDA)/

PAA multilayer films in a 0.15M NaCl solution, using PVPMC/

PAA as sacrificial template.117

Besides these spontaneously produced patterns, complex pat-

terns can be obtained from dynamic LBL films via photolithog-

raphy or other advanced patterning methods.7,118 The

hydrogen-bonded LBL films of PAA and polyacrylamide

(PAAm) are stable at low pH but dissolved quickly in neutral

pH water. By selective stabilization of the films, micropatterning

can be achieved (Figure 5). In an ink-jet printing approach, an

ink-jet printer was used to “print” pH 7.0 water onto the multi-

layer film followed by a thermal treatment at 95�C for 8 h. The

regions “printed” with water are rendered noncrosslinkable due

to ionization of the acid groups of PAA, and dissolve when rins-

ing with water, whereas the nonprinted regions become cross-

linked by the heat treatment and remain when developing in

water. In the case of photolithography, the film was covered

with a photomask and irradiated with UV light. Similarly when

washing with neutral water, the unirradiated region was

removed but the irradiated and crosslinked region left.7

Sacrificial Sublayer for the Fabrication of Free-Standing

Films

LBL films usually were fabricated on a solid substrate, however,

for many potential applications, such as in the fields of thermo-

mechanical sensing, controlled release, optical detection and

drug delivery, free-standing films are highly desirable.119 A gen-

eral method to produce free-standing films is to use a sacrificial

sublayer. The substrate is first coated with a sacrificial sublayer,

followed by the deposition of the LBL assemblies (Figure 6).

The LBL films are then released from the substrate via the dis-

solution of the sacrificial sublayer in an appropriate solvent.

The erasable properties of dynamic LBL films make them good

candidate to be used as sacrificial sublayer to produce free-

standing LBL films.

Schlenoff et al.72,121 first used electrostatic LBL multilayers as

sacrificial sublayers to produce free-standing LBL films. Using

PAA/PDDA as sacrificial sublayer, the PSS/PDDA upper stratum

is quickly released from the substrate upon immersion in 1M

NaCl. They also used pH-sensitive PSS/PDDA-co-PAA as sacrifi-

cial sublayer. In this case the upper layers were released by rais-

ing pH to >6. Electrostatic LBL films comprising of

polyzwitterion are more sensitive than ordinary polyelectrolyte

multilayers. For example, PVPMC/PAA can be disintegrated in

0.9% normal saline solution, therefore is a better choice as sac-

rificial sublayer.74

In term of the ability to disintegration, hydrogen bonded layers

are superior to electrostatic LBL film. Many hydrogen bonded

films can be decomposed under physiological conditions, mak-

ing them good choice for sacrificial sublayers.120 Besides free

standing electrostatic LBL films, free-standing hydrogen-bonded

films with a higher stability can be produced using hydrogen-

bonded films more sensitive to pH change as sacrificial sub-

layers, taking advantages of their different critical pH for disin-

tegration.122 The hydrogen-bonded sublayers can be dissolved

by immersion in a solution with pH higher than their critical

pH, or by applying an electric potential, if they are fabricated

on a conductive substrate.87

Drug Release

LBL films have been widely exploited as drug carriers.16,123–126

Usually the drugs are loaded in the films and release via diffu-

sion. In this case the LBL films act as diffusion barriers and the

drug release rate can be controlled via the tuning of bilayer

number of the coatings,127 ionic strength,128 pH, tempera-

ture,129 and so on. Dynamic LBL films, however, provide a

Figure 6. Releasing of self-standing PAH/PSS LBL films by pH-triggered disintegration of hydrogen-bonded PAA/PEG sublayer (Reproduced from Ref.

121, with permission from American Chemical Society). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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different way to release drug from the films, that is, via the dis-

integration of the films.

The abrupt disintegration of dynamic LBL films in response to

an external stimulus has been exploited for instant drug release.

Particularly model drugs were incorporated into hydrogen-

bonded LBL films. The films disintegrate in response to pH,

salt, or temperature change and thus release the drugs

instantly.57,87,130,131 Cao and He132 synthesized a PVPON-based

glucocorticoid prodrug and hydrogen-bonded PAA/prodrug

multilayers on the surface of neural electrodes. When the elec-

trodes were implanted into brain tissue, the physiological pH

quickly released the film off the electrode surface, leading to an

implanted bare electrode in the neural tissue surrounded by

molecular components of the disintegrated film. Here the neural

electrodes serve as a temporary support for film construction,

transport the film to the tissue-electrode interface via implanta-

tion and effectively release therapeutics to a local area. At the

same time the electrical functionality of the neural electrodes

will not be damaged. As hydrogen-bonded films can also be

decomposed electrochemically, electrically triggered drug deliv-

ery as part of an implantable “pharmacy-on-a-chip’’ or trans-

dermal device can be designed.87 For the delivery of

hydrophobic drugs, Hammond et al.133 fabricated hydrogen-

bonded LBL films from PAA and amphiphilic block copolymer

micelles, the latter of which was used as nanometer-sized

vehicles for hydrophobic drugs. The film can be rapidly decon-

structed to release the drug-containing micelles upon exposure

to physiological conditions.

LBL films based on metal ion coordination disintegrate in the

presence of a suitable chelator.24,91 Based on this property,

Dong et al.134 developed a novel gene delivery system. They fab-

ricated LBL films of DNA and zirconium (IV) ion (Zr41),

which disassemble and release the incorporated DNA when

incubated in a chelator solution. When plasmid DNA (pDNA)

is incorporated, the released pDNA retain its integrity and tran-

scriptional activity, and express enhanced green fluorescent pro-

tein (EGFP) after being transfected into HEK 293 cells.

It was known that cancer cells possess high concentration of

glucose. Glucose-triggered anticancer drug delivery may be ben-

eficial for cancer treatment. For this purpose, the LBL films of

PVA-borate/chitosan were loaded with DOX. It was found more

DOX molecules were released at a higher glucose concentration

because of the disintegration of the films in the presence of

glucose.78

The gradual disintegration of dynamic LBL films under condi-

tions of equilibrium control is particularly desirable for sus-

tained drug release (Figure 7). We135 recently fabricated

hydrogen-bonded LBL films from tannic acid (TA), a model

polyphenolic drug, and PVPON. Like other hydrogen-bonded

films, when soaked in aqueous solutions, the PVPON/TA films

disassemble gradually and thus release TA to the media. The

release rate of TA increases with increasing pH and temperature

but decreases with increasing ionic strength. The released TA

can scavenge ABTS1• cation radicals, indicating it retains its

antioxidant activity, a major biological activity of polyphenols.

In another example, dynamic LBL films based on phenylboro-

nate ester bond were used to release insulin.30 The films were

fabricated from a insulin–PVA conjugate and P(AAm-AAPBA).

Similarly, when immersed in an aqueous solution, the films dis-

integrate gradually and thus release insulin into the media.

Insulin release rate increases with increasing pH and decreasing

ionic strength of the media. More importantly, in the presence

of glucose the films disintegrate at a faster rate and release insu-

lin faster. This system has potential to be developed as a new

self-regulated insulin release system.

Biosensing

One major property of dynamic LBL films is their stimuli-

responsivity; therefore, they have potential to be used in bio-

sensing. Using FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer)

technique, Chinnayelka and McShane27 designed a glucose sen-

sor based on Con A-dextran LBL films. FRET is the radiation-

less transfer of energy between two fluorophores with

overlapping emission and excitation spectra, which occurs if

they are very close to each other (�10 nm). In the LBL films of

FITC-dextran and TRITC-Con A, addition of glucose increases

the distance between the two fluorophores, resulting in a

decrease in FRET. The detection range of this sensor system was

reported to be from 0 to 1800 mg/dL and the sensitivity be 4 3

1024 ratio units/(mg/dL).

Another glucose sensor was developed based on the P(AAm-

AAPBA)/PVA film. As mentioned above, the swelling degree of

the film increases with increasing glucose concentration.50 This

event can be reported via the shift of Fabry2Perot fringes using

the thin film itself as Fabry2Perot cavity. The response of

P(AAm-AAPBA)/PVA film to glucose is linear and reversible.

More importantly, the response is quite fast, making it possible

to be used for continuous glucose monitoring.

CONCLUSIONS

Because of the reversible, dynamic nature of dynamic bonds, LBL

films linked with dynamic bonds exhibit various dynamic proper-

ties, ranging from the small scale movement of the polymer

chains in the films, or, chain arrangement, to a large scale move-

ment of the chains, that is, film disintegrations. Numerous exter-

nal stimuli, including physical ones such as temperature, pH and

ionic strength, and chemical ones such as chelator, glucose and

other biologically important molecules may trigger the response

of a dynamic LBL film. When developing durable, passive

Figure 7. Drug release from dynamic LBL film as a result of the gradual

disintegration of the film (Reproduced from Ref. 135, with permission

from American Chemical Society). [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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coatings, these dynamic properties are considered to be disad-

vantage and should be avoided. However, for the design of func-

tional coating, these properties are highly desirable. Some novel

applications exploiting these properties, especially drug delivery,

have emerged in the literature. Considering the tremendous

strength of LBL assembly, we expect that these nano-sized, intelli-

gent materials will found more applications in the future.
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